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Having considered the questions concerning God, People and Sin we come naturally to the question
of how one can be delivered from our estrangement from and rebellion to God....which amounts to
our estrangement against Life. In order to understand how we are delivered we must first
understand what deliverance amounts to. What is salvation? What would it mean to be saved?
Folks have had different intuitions about the answer to this question. Is salvation merely a matter of
not having to pay the consequences of our sins or is it something more? Is it merely a matter of
going to Heaven when I die? Does salvation have any consequences to the life I desire to live now?
Does it have anything to do with my body.....or is my body the dead weight that keeps me from
enjoying genuine righteousness in Christ? Is Heaven my final destination? Or is there something
more? We will consider various Scriptures which provide....or at least direct us, to answers of these
questions during this morning's sermon.
1. Saved from what?
•

From Sin Matt. 1: 21; I Jn 2: 2, Rom. 8: 28

•

From Separation Gen. 3: 8; Isa 29: 2; Psm 23: 1-3

•

From Wrath/Judgment/Death Jn 3: 36; Rom 5:9

•

From Me Rom. 1: 18b, 21

2. Saved to what?
•

Unto Righteousness II Cor. 5: 21; Matt 6: 33

•

Unto Fellowship Jn 15:4; I Jn 2: 9

•

Unto Eternal Life Jn 17: 1b-3; 5: 39

•

Unto Me Gal. 4: 19; 2: 20

•

What about Heaven? Phil.3: 20-21

3. The breadth of Salvation

4. The Only Savior Ac 16: 31; I Tim. 2: 5

Questions for Conversation and Reflection
1. How would you define salvation in your own words? How would you explain the biblical
view of salvation to an interested party? Do you think salvation is something everyone
desires but disagrees on how to obtain? What are some disagreements that people have
about salvation?
2. What are the negative and positive elements of biblical salvation? The Reformation
emphasized salvation as ones justification by faith alone....but is this all there is to
salvation? What are some possible misleading dangers that result from thinking it is?
3. How are regeneration and justification related? How are justification and sanctification
related? Is it possible to have justification without a desire for sanctification? Which
comes first....our justification or our regeneration?
4. Are you saved? How do you know? How does one know they like apple pie? How might
this insight relate to my assurance & confidence in my salvation?

